


Course Selections
 

The following are a few basic guidelines to assist in this 
area:

1) When selecting high school courses, select courses that 
reflect self understanding as you move towards a personally 
fulfilling future that includes career development, emotional 
and social well being, and leisure activities.  

2) Select courses that prepare you for future career paths as 
well as satisfies your multiple interests and passions which 
will heighten your interest in learning and motivates you to 
move towards higher personal goals.



Course Selections Continued

3) Select subjects at levels which will offer appropriate 
challenges. Students who have success in academic 
programs and courses (70% or higher) to this point and good 
study and work habits will most likely find continued 
success.

4) Ask yourself the following questions: 



Course Selections Continued
* Have I chosen my courses at the proper level? 
* Have I included all the courses that are compulsory at my grade level? 
* Do I understand the content of each course? 
* Have I carefully considered all the courses at my grade level? 
* Are my choices realistic? 
* Have I included realistic alternate courses? 
* Do they reflect my level of achievement? 
* Do they reflect my potential? 
* Have I considered my future plans? 
* Have I consulted my parents? 
* Have I consulted my homeroom teacher? 
* Have I consulted my school counsellor? 



Registration Recommendations

Current 
subject.

Current subject 
mark.

Discuss registering for the following with 
school staff.

Percent 
Grade

English 70% or higher    ENG421A (Academic)

50% - 69%         ENG471C (Literacy)

49% and lower ENG471A (Essential Literacy)

Math 70% or higher MAT421A (Academic)

50% - 69%         MAT421K (Essential Skills)

49% and lower MAT451A (Practical)

Science 70% or higher    SCI421A (Academic)

50% - 69%         SCI431A (General)

49% and lower SCI461A (Practical)

Social 
Studies

70% or higher    CIV421A/HIS421A/GEO421A/HIS421G 
(Academic)

50% - 69%         CAS401A (Open)

49% and lower SOC451A (Practical)



English (non 
band)

English (band) French (non 
band)

French (band)

English (421A or 
471A or 471C)

English (421A or 
471A or 471C)

English (421A or 
471A or 471C)

English (421A or 
471A or 471C)

Math (421A or 
421K)

Math (421A or 
421K)

Math (421A or 
421K)

Math (421A or 
421K)

Science (421A, or 
431A)

Science (421A, or 
431A)

Science (421A, or 
431A)

Science (421A, or 
431A)

Social Studies 
(CAS401A or 
CIV421A or 
GEO421A or 
HIS421A)

Social Studies 
(CAS401A or 
CIV421A or 
GEO421A or 
HIS421A)

Social Studies 
(HIS421G)

Social Studies (HIS 
421G)

CEO 401A CEO 401A CEO 401A CEO 401A

PED 401A or PED 
401F

PED 401A or 
PED401F

PED 401A or PED 
401F

PED 401A or PED 
401F

Elective MUS 421A FRE 421F FRE 421F

Elective Elective Elective MUS 421A
Elective options:  ADC701A, ART401A, AUT 701A, BUS701A, CAR 701A, 
DRA701A, FAM421A, FDS421A, MUS421K, SCI 701A, WEL 701A, WRT421A 


